I wrote to Lord Irwin, pressing the legitimate claims of Paintings Indian artists on the Government, Not long after I heard at India from the Viceroy, who asked me to come out to India to ad- House vise the Government on the decoration, by Indian artists, of Sir Herbert Baker's legislative building at New Delhi. There were dissensions, it appeared, among the different Indian schools and impartial advice was called for. Much as I should have liked to revisit India, to find myself again among the Sannyasis at Benares and with Tagore and his gentle pupils at Santiniketan, I did not care, while the political temperature was so high, to get involved in local rivalries; nor would my health stand the atmosphere of the Red Sea. Meanwhile, Sir Anil Chatterjee, then High Commissioner for India in London, warmly supported by Sir Herbert Baker, had in mind the decoration of India House by Indian artists, This project was sanctioned by the Government of India who asked me to select four from among six artists chosen by a committee in India; who were to work under me at the Royal College, where there was an experimental studio wherein they could acquaint themselves with the various materials used for mural painting. (I found one of the six sitting outside my door at South Kensington before the selection was made!) The four young painters . chosen quickly settled down and gained much from the practical advice of Professor Tristram and E. M. Dinkel. What they most lacked was the habit of working together; but a design made in common for the decoration of the dome of India House was perhaps the most successful of their paintings. Three of the artists chosen by the Committee in India turned out to be Bengalis, the fourth came from the Tipera State. This, I was to discover later, was displeasing to the Bombay School.
Before the paintings were finished. Sir Atul retired from the office of High Commissioner. This was during 1931, when the King and Queen came to the inauguration of India House. As she was leaving the dais the Queen, always quick to recognize those whom she knew, however slightly, sent

